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ABSTRACT
We present the results of applying data compression techniques to encrypted three-dimensional (3D) objects.
The objects are captured using phase-shift digital holography and encrypted using a random phase mask in the
Fresnel domain. Both the amplitude and the phase of our 3D objects are encrypted using this technique. The
advantage of a digital representation of the optical wavefronts is that they can be processed and transmitted
using conventional means. Arbitrary views of the 3D objects are decrypted and reconstructed using digital
propagation. Compression is applied to the encrypted digital holograms prior to transmission. Degradation due
to lossy quantization compression is measured in the reconstruction domain. Finally, we use a speedup metric
to validate that our compression techniques are viable for time-critical 3D imaging applications. Our techniques
are suitable for a range of secure 3D object storage and transmission applications.
Keywords: three-dimensional image processing, digital holography, optical image encryption, image compres-
sion, optical information processing
1. INTRODUCTION
Digital holography1–10 is a variant of regular optical holography that provides holograms in digital form by
recording interference patterns with a CCD detector. It avoids analog recording and corresponding chemical
development, and allows us to record, process, and transmit phase and amplitude information using conven-
tional digital means. To record the digital hologram of a three-dimensional (3D) object we use a phase-shift
interferometer.8–10 Arbitrary views of the 3D objects can be reconstructed digitally or optically.11, 12 We have
extended these techniques for security applications, such as recognition, encryption, and authentication of 3D
information.9–19
In this paper we present the results of applying data compression techniques to optically encrypted 3D objects.
Optical image encryption has received much attention recently,11, 16, 19–36 and is often performed with a random
phase mask positioned in the input, Fresnel, or Fourier domains, or combination of domains. These invariably
produce a complex-valued encrypted image. Our digital holograms are encrypted using a random phase mask
in the Fresnel domain, and are captured using phase-shift interferometry (PSI), as explained in Sect. 2. Both
the amplitude and the phase of our 3D objects are encrypted using this technique. Compression is then applied
to the encrypted digital holograms for more efficient transmission of the 3D objects. Lossless techniques, on
their own, perform very poorly on encrypted (and unencrypted) digital holograms because of their white noise
characteristics.17, 19 In Sect. 3, we describe the use of lossy quantization compression to reduce the amount of
information in each complex-valued holographic pixel. Treatments of quantization in holograms can be found
in the literature,37, 38 and compression of real-valued39 and complex-valued17–19 digital holograms has received
some attention to date. Degradation due to lossy quantization compression is measured in the reconstruction
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for 3D object encryption using phase-shift digital holography: BE, beam expander; BS,
beam splitter; M, mirror; RP, retardation plate; P, phase mask
domain. This involves comparing the reconstruction from a compressed and decompressed digital hologram
with the reconstruction from the original digital hologram. However, in order to be useful for a real-time 3D
object capture, transmission, and reconstruction system, the compression strategies must be shown to admit
efficient algorithms that make it advantageous to spend time compressing and decompressing rather than simply
transmitting the original data. To this end, in Sect. 4 we define a speedup metric that combines space gains
due to compression with temporal overheads due to the compression routine and transmission serialization. We
empirically verify transmission speedup due to compression, in Sect. 5, using a special-purpose Internet-based
networking application. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 6.
2. ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION
The encrypted complex-valued holograms are captured using an optical setup (shown in Fig. 1) based on a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer architecture.9, 10 A linearly polarized Argon ion (λ = 514.5 nm) laser beam is divided
into object and reference beams, both of which are spatially filtered and expanded. The first beam illuminates
the 3D object placed at a distance d1 + d2 from a 10 bit 2028 × 2044 pixel Kodak Megaplus CCD camera. A
random phase mask is placed a distance d1 from the 3D object. Due to free-space propagation, and under the
Fresnel approximation,40, 41 the signal at the detector plane HE(x, y) is given by the superposition integral
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where AM and φM are the amplitude and phase, respectively, of the signal in the plane of, but immediately
before, the random phase mask Φ. HE(x, y) will have both its amplitude and phase modulated by the mask and
will have a dynamic range suitable for capture by a CCD camera.
The reference beam passes through half-wave plate RP1 and quarter-wave plate RP2. This linearly polarized
beam can be phase-modulated by rotating the two retardation plates. Through permutation of the fast and slow
axes of the plates we can achieve phase shifts of 0, −pi/2, −pi, and −3pi/2. The reference beam combines with the
light diffracted from the object and forms an interference pattern in the plane of the camera. At each of the four
phase shifts we record an interferogram. Using these four intensity images, the complex-valued camera-plane
wavefront can be approximated in a computer to good accuracy using PSI.
Digital holograms of five reasonably diffuse 3D objects were used in the experiments.17 Figure 2(a) shows
one of the objects. This bolt object had approximate dimensions of 5mm × 5mm × 5mm, and was positioned
d1 + d2 = 390mm from the 2028× 2044 pixel camera. The intensity image in Fig. 2(a) is reconstructed from a
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Figure 2. The bolt object (a), and an example of a random phase mask (b), used in the study
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3. The bolt hologram before and after encryption: (a) amplitude and (b) phase of the original hologram, and (c)
amplitude and (d) phase of the encrypted hologram
digital hologram captured using a version of the apparatus shown in Fig. 1 that did not contain a random phase
mask.9, 10 These reconstructions serve as a ground truth data when quantifying lossy compression errors later
in the paper.
In our experiments we use digital holograms that have been captured optically using the apparatus in Fig. 1
without the phase mask,9, 10 and we encrypt them on a computer using simulated free-space propagation.19 The
phase mask used in the simulations is shown in Fig. 2(b). It consists of values chosen with uniform probability
from the range [0, 2pi) using a pseudo-random number generator. The mask has dimensions 2048×2048 pixels and
in the encryption experiments our digital holograms were enlarged from 2028× 2044 pixels to these dimensions
by padding with zeros. For our experiments, the mask was positioned as shown in Fig. 1 such that the ratio
of the distances d1 : d2 was 35 : 65. In Fig. 3 we show the amplitude and phase of the bolt hologram before
encryption, and after encryption.
3. COMPRESSION
The loss in reconstruction quality due to applying quantization to encrypted holograms was investigated. A
combined rescale and quantization step was employed. The encrypted holograms were rescaled linearly to the
square in the complex plane [−1 − i, 1 + i], and the real and imaginary components of each holographic pixel
were then quantized. We choose an odd number of quantization values (or levels) for each real and imaginary
value: zero, and an equal number of positive and negative levels. As a result b bits encodes (2b − 1) levels. For
example, two bits encode levels {−1, 0, 1}, three bits encode levels {−1,−2/3,−1/3, 0, 1/3, 2/3, 1}, and so on.
The combined rescale and quantization operation is defined for individual pixels as
H ′(x, y) = round
[
H(x, y)× σ−1 × β
]
× β−1 (2)
and was applied to each pixel (x, y) in the encrypted hologram H, where
σ = max
{ ∣∣min [Im(H)] ∣∣, ∣∣max [Im(H)] ∣∣,∣∣min [Re(H)] ∣∣, ∣∣max [Re(H)] ∣∣} , (3)
and where β = 2(b−1) − 1. Here, b represents the number of bits per real and imaginary value, max(·) returns
the maximum scalar in its argument(s), and round(α) is defined as bα+ 0.5c. After quantization, each real and
imaginary value will be in the range [−1, 1].
The procedure for quantifying reconstruction loss due to quantization was as follows. An encrypted digital
hologram H(x, y) was quantized as H ′(x, y) according to Eq. (2). The hologram was decrypted and the entire
hologram reconstructed, both simulated using a computer. The quality of the reconstruction U ′(x, y) was
calculated by a comparison with the reconstruction U0(x, y) from an unencrypted (and unquantized) version of
the digital hologram. The two reconstructions were compared in terms of normalized rms (NRMS) difference of
their intensities, defined as
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where (m,n) are discrete spatial coordinates in the reconstruction plane, and Ny and Nx are the height and
width of the reconstructions, respectively. The slightest change to a digital hologram can result in an entirely
different speckle pattern in the reconstruction domain. It could be argued that one should attempt to remove
this somewhat quantization-invariant speckle effect before measuring the quantization error. Therefore, we also
present the results of applying a mean filtering operation to both the original and quantized intensities prior to
calculating NRMS.
Figure 4 shows a plot of NRMS difference against number of bits per (real and imaginary) data value in
the encrypted hologram of the bolt object, with and without mean filtering over a neighborhood of 5× 5 pixels.
Figure 5 shows decrypted and reconstructed object intensities for the bolt object for selected quantization
resolutions. To some degree, the quantization noise is masked visually by the presence of speckle; this would not
be the case if incoherent images were encrypted and quantized.
4. TRANSMISSION
We can evaluate compression algorithms in terms of both space and time resource usage by using a measure
called speedup. Speedup s is defined as s = Pu/Pc where Pu is the time required to process and transmit the
uncompressed digital hologram and Pc is the time required to process and transmit the compressed field. If
the compression strategy is useful, the processing time devoted to compression should be less than the resulting
reduction in transmission time. In order to measure speedup of a compression system that resides over a
public wide-area network we have found that the following three requirements should be met. Firstly, due
to the temporal fluctuations in bandwidth over wide-area networks, it is necessary to average over a large
number of timing measurements. Secondly, in order to accurately measure compression and decompression
times, the compression routines should be removed from their controlled prototyping environment and executed
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Figure 4. NRMS intensity difference in decrypted and reconstructed 3D bolt object plotted against quantization level
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Figure 5. Decrypted and reconstructed bolt object (with 5× 5 pixel mean filtering) from an encrypted digital hologram
with the following resolution in each real and imaginary value: (a) 4 bits, (b) 3 bits, (c) 2 bits
in a real-world setting. Finally, both the networking software and compression software should be integrated so
that meaningful conclusions can be drawn from the relative performance of the transmission and compression
components of the system.
We have constructed an Internet-based digital hologram compression application in order to measure reliably
and accurately the interaction between compression times and transmission times. This client-server application
and associated compression algorithms were written with JavaTM (Sun Microsystems, Inc). This allowed us
to develop a platform-independent environment for experimentation over the Internet. Platform-independence
ensures that the system supports any architecture that runs a Java virtual machine, and is suitable for hetero-
geneous environments (the server needs no knowledge of a client’s computer architecture or operating system to
communicate). As such, we ensure as much as possible the repeatability and relevance of our results for a wide
range of Internet set-ups.
An overview of the operation of the networking application is shown in Fig. 6. Multiple clients, through
their user interfaces, access the server and request particular views of 3D objects stored as digital holograms.
The server responds by providing the appropriate window of pixels, and the clients reconstruct views of the 3D
objects locally. To build the communication component for the client-server application we used Java’s remote
method invocation (RMI) facilities. RMI allows applications running on different machines to communicate with
each other in an efficient and transparent manner. Our client-server system functions over any network (local,
wide, wireless) that supports IP (Internet Protocol).
A request for a particular view of a particular 3D object is passed from the user interface, through the
client, to the server. The server extracts the appropriate window from the digital hologram stored on disk,
and formats it for transmission. Java is an object-oriented language. As such, digital holograms are stored as
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Figure 6. Illustration of the network-independent multiple-client system; U.I., user interface
Figure 7. Screenshot of client-side of timings application. Top row (l to r): full digital hologram with window indicated,
uncompressed digital hologram window data, uncompressed timings, and uncompressed reconstruction. Bottom row (l to
r): control panel, compressed window, compressed timing information, and compressed reconstruction
generalized hologram objects, in a data format that allows efficient manipulation by specialized complex-valued
digital hologram processing algorithms, and complete with the functionality to read/write them from/to disk,
display them, and reconstruct their 3D objects. Formatting is required to streamline the hologram object for
transmission, by removing all functionality and converting the field data into two compact 1D arrays of real and
imaginary values. The number of quantization levels to be employed by the server is specified by the client.
The server collects timing information (time to read from disk, format, and compress) and transmits this
with the hologram window. The server responds to the client through a dedicated communication channel that
is set up through RMI, and closed immediately afterwards. The client, on receipt of the field data, recreates a
hologram object that has the functionality to be propagated numerically and/or displayed as an intensity image
at the user interface. Once again, timings are taken by the client for each of its operations. The client-side
interface of the timing application is shown in Fig. 7. Our Internet-based digital hologram compression and
timing application is accessible online at http://hologram.cs.may.ie .
5. TIMING EXPERIMENTS
For our experiments, the server was deployed on a Sun UltraSPARC 10 workstation at National University of
Ireland, Maynooth, Ireland, and accessed by a client on a 2GHz Pentium 4 personal computer at University of
Connecticut, USA. For several degrees of quantization, and several digital hologram window sizes, the client made
requests to the server. Forty trials were recorded for each quantization and each window size. We conducted
these trials overnight and at weekends during the period 2002.07.13 to 2002.07.25. The complete timing data for
Table 1. Timings used to calculate speedup
Win- Quant- Compressb (ms) Transmitb (ms) Decompressb (ms) Speed-
dow izationa µ σ µ σ µ σ up
512 None 0 0 36432.57 14699.4 0 0 1
512 8 936.75 126.32 5882.85 1709.98 80.45 112.5 5.28
512 7 909.25 95.77 4668.03 1346.59 45.7 10.76 6.48
512 6 896.9 70.24 4181.5 1236.7 47.88 6.26 7.11
512 5 899.93 76.77 3568.28 921.8 47.33 16 8.07
512 4 880.5 111.12 3103.08 839.95 38.68 14.67 9.06
512 3 868.2 77.98 2519.73 678.01 44.58 13.11 10.61
512 2 781.75 43.1 2007.9 502.91 42.13 12.38 12.87
64 None 0 0 1239.77 237.44 0 0 1
64 8 10.8 2.38 380.6 105.36 0.5 3.13 3.16
64 7 10.4 1.07 363.2 43.79 1 4.36 3.31
64 6 11.1 2.71 358.95 103.54 1 4.36 3.34
64 5 10.58 1.75 341.63 15.27 1.5 5.27 3.51
64 4 11.35 3.04 339.43 15.93 1 4.36 3.52
64 3 10.33 0.88 225.08 13.99 1.5 5.27 5.23
64 2 10.38 1.58 220.63 17.62 0.01 0.01 5.37
aNumber of bits of resolution in each real and imaginary value.
bµ and σ calculated over 40 trials, rounded up to the nearest 0.01ms.
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Figure 8. Speedup as a function of increasing compression, for various digital hologram window sizes
window sizes from 8×8 pixels to 512×512 pixels, and for quantizations from 8bits to 2 bits was recorded.18 The
3D objects were not reconstructed numerically in the experiments; the complex-valued field was simply displayed
as an intensity image.
A refined speedup metric is defined that avoids the bias effects that would be introduced by including file
read, formatting, and imaging operations. These ancillary operations are independent of compression strategy
and are significant in comparison to transmission time. The refined speedup s′ is calculated from
s′ =
tu
(c+ tc + d)
, (5)
where tu and tc are the uncompressed and compressed transmission times, respectively, c and d are the times to
compress and decompress, respectively, and · denotes the mean of 40 trials. The timing data used to calculate
speedup for two of the window sizes is given in Table 1. A plot of speedup against compression, for several
window sizes, is shown in Fig. 8. For windows of size 64× 64 pixels, or greater, there is significant speedup (over
2.5) for quantizations of 8 bits or lower. This speedup rises to over 12 for 512× 512-pixel windows.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper outlined the results of combining quantization to the compression of encrypted digital holograms
of 3D objects. The optical encryption technique, based on phase-shift digital holography, is suitable for secure
3D object storage and transmission applications. Lossless techniques, on their own, perform very poorly on
encrypted (and unencrypted) digital holograms because of their white noise characteristics. Lossy quantization
has been applied to good effect on the encrypted hologram data, and reductions to as few as 3 bits in each real
and imaginary value have resulted in good quality decompressed and decrypted 3D object reconstructions. Not
only does quantization perform significant compression itself, but it would also introduce redundancy into the bit
stream to allow lossless techniques to subsequently perform more effectively. Finally, we use a speedup metric to
validate that our compression techniques are viable for time-critical 3D imaging applications. Our Internet-based
compression application and full timing results are accessible online. Our techniques are suitable for a range of
secure 3D object storage and transmission applications.
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